Currently, automatic handwriting recognition systems are ineffectual in unconstrained handwriting documents. Therefore heavy human intervention is required to validate and correct the results. Because this process is inefficient and uncomfortable, a multimodal interactive approach was proposed, in which the user interacts with the system by means of an e-pen and/or more traditional keyboard and mouse operations. On the one hand, this user's feedback allows to improve system accuracy, while on the other multimodality increases system ergonomy and user acceptability. In this work, multimodal interaction at character-level is studied. Until now, multimodal operation had been studied only at whole-word level. However, it is argued that character level pen-stroke interactions may lead to more effective interactivity, since it is faster and easier to write only one character rather than a whole word. Here we study this kind of fine-grained multimodal interaction and present developments that allow taking advantage of interaction-derived context to significantly improve feedback decoding accuracy. Empirical tests on three cursive handwritten tasks suggest that, despite losing the deterministic accuracy of traditional peripherals, this approach can save significant amounts of user effort with respect to fully manual transcription as well as to non-interactive post-editing correction.
Introduction
In today's digital age, much of the human documentary corpus is still in handwritten "analogic" form. However, there is a growing number of on-line digital libraries whose mission is to scan and publish these documents in digital format. Most of these scanned documents remain waiting to be transcribed into an electronic format. The advantages of having an electronic transcription are countless, for example: new ways of indexing, consulting or querying these documents.
The small number of transcribed documents is mainly due to the laborious process involved. These transcriptions are carried out by experts in paleography, who are specialized in reading ancient scripts, characterized, among other things, by different calligraphy/print styles from diverse places and time periods. How long it takes an expert to transcribe one of these documents depends on many different factors: skills and experience of the expert, size of the document, etc. To give an idea of the hardness of this work, they would typically take more than half an hour to transcribe just one page of one of these documents.
Moreover, the paper is still used in everyday life because of its convenience and immediacy. A clerk, for example, employs an average of 10 000 pages per year. However, the digital document has many advantages in the use, management and preservation versus its analog version.
In both cases we can use computers to make the process faster. Cursive handwritten text recognition systems (HTR) are very useful and accurate in applications involving form-constrained handwriting and/or fairly limited vocabulary (postal addresses or bank check legal amounts), achieving in this kind of tasks relatively high recognition accuracy 3, 15 . However in unconstrained handwritten documents, such as the documents to which we refer, e.g. old manuscripts or spontaneous text, stateof-the-art HTR systems can by no means substitute the experts in this task, since the results achieved are far from being directly acceptable in practice. Therefore, is necessary heavy human intervention in order to verify and correct the mistakes made by the system. Given the high error rates involved, such a post-editing solution is quite inefficient and uncomfortable for the human corrector.
In previous works 18, 19 , a more effective, interactive approach was presented. This approach, called "computer assisted transcription of text images" (CATTI) combines the accuracy proportioned by the human transcriber with the efficiency of the automatic HTR system to achieve the final perfect transcription. This approach follows similar ideas as those previously applied to computer assisted translation 1, 2 and speech transcription 21 , shifting from the idea of full automatism towards systems where the decision process is affected by human feedback. Experiments have proven that this kind of systems can save significant amounts of overall human effort.
As will be discussed later, human feedback signals in interactive systems rarely belong to the same domain as the one the main data stream come from, thereby entailing some sort of multimodality. Of course, this is actually the case in CATTI, where the main data are text images whereas feedback consists of keystrokes and/or pointer positioning actions. Nevertheless, at the expense of loosing the deterministic accuracy of the traditional keyboard and mouse, more ergonomic multimodal interfaces are possible. It is worth noting, that the potential increase in user-friendliness comes at the cost of acknowledging new possible errors coming from the decoding of the feedback signals. Therefore, solving the multimodal interaction problem amounts to achieving a modality synergy where both main and feedback data streams help each other to optimize overall accuracy. These ideas have recently been explored in the context of computer assisted translation, using speech signals for feedback 21 . Among the many possible feedback modalities for CATTI, we use here e-pen operations, which is perhaps the most natural and fastest way to provide feedback to the transcription system. We will use the short hand "MM-CATTI" for denominating this kind of multimodal CATTI processing. These interactive systems require constant human intervention, therefore, it is necessary to make this process as comfortable and ergonomic as possible. Until now, CATTI has been studied at whole-word level and character-level, but MM-CATTI has only been studied wholeword level. In this work, we focus on MM-CATTI with character-level pen-stroke interactions.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes briefly the CATTI framework. In Sect. 3 character-level MM-CATTI is presented. A general description of the off-and on-line text processing subsystems is given in Sect. 4. We also show a comprehensive series of experiments to assess the capabilities of the different proposed scenarios in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the work presented and draws directions for future research.
CATTI Overview
In the original CATTI framework, the human transcriber (named user from now on) is directly involved in the transcription process since he is responsible of validating and/or correcting the HTR outputs. The process starts when the HTR system proposes a full transcription of a feature vector sequence x, extracted from a handwritten text line image. The user validates an initial part of this transcription, p , which is error-free and introduces a correct word, w, thereby producing a correct transcription prefix, p = p w. Then, the HTR system takes into account this available information to suggest a new suitable continuation suffix, s. This process is repeated until a full correct transcription of x is accepted by the user 18 . At each step of this process, both the image representation, x, and a correct transcription prefix p are available and the HTR system should try to complete this prefix by searching for the most likely suffixŝ:
Since the concatenation of p and s constitutes a full transcription hypothesis, P (x | p, s) can be approximated by concatenated character Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 6,11 as in conventional HTR. On the other hand, P (s | p) is usually approximated by dynamically modifying an n-gram in order to cope with the increasingly consolidated prefixes 18 . Let p = p k 1 be a consolidated prefix and s = s l 1 a possible suffix:
We can explicity rely on Eqs. 1 and 2 to implement a decoding process in one step as in conventional HTR systems. The decoder should be forced to match the previously validated prefix p, and then continue searching for a suffixŝ according to the constraints Eq. 2. This can be achieved by building a special language model which can be seen as the "concatenation" of a linear model which strictly accounts Fig. 1 . Example of CATTI at Character Level transcription process. The user accepts the prefix p="opposed the governm" by typing the character m with the keyboard. In this validated prefix, p (the fragment of the prefix formed by complete words) is "opposed the" and u (the last incomplete word of the prefix) is "governm". Once the prefix is available the system creates a new suffix s, where v (the first part of the suffix that corresponds with the final part of the incomplete word of the prefix) is "ent" and s (the rest of the suffix) is formed by "Bill which brought". for the successive words in p and the "suffix language model" of Eq. 2 18 . A direct adaptation of the Viterbi algorithm to implement these techniques leads to a computational cost that grows quadratically with the number of words of each sentence. Nevertheless, using word-graph techniques similar to those described in 13 , very efficient, linear cost search can be achieved.
In order to make the system more ergonomic and friendlier to the user, interaction based on characters, instead of full words, has been studied in 14 with encouraging results. In this approach, as soon as the user types a new keystroke (character), the system proposes a suitable continuation following the same process described above. As the user operates now at the character level, the last word of the prefix may be incomplete. In order to autocomplete this last word, it is assumed that the prefix p is divided into two parts: the fragment of the prefix formed by complete words (p ) and the last incomplete word of the prefix (u). In this case the HTR decoder has to take into account x, p and u, in order to search for a transcription suffixŝ, whose first part is the continuation of u:
The concatenation of p , u and s constitutes, again, a full transcription hypothesis and P (x | p , u, s), can be modeled with HMMs. On the other hand, to model P (s | p , u) we assume that the suffix s is divided into two fragments: v and s . v is the first part of the suffix that corresponds with the final part of the incomplete word of the prefix and s is the rest of the suffix (Fig. 1) . So, the search must be performed over all possible suffixes s of p, and the language model probability P (v, s | p , u) must ensure that uv = w, where w is an existing word in the task vocabulary (V) a . This probability can be decomposed into two terms:
The first term accounts for the probability of all the whole-words in the suffix, and can be modeled directly by (2) . The second term should ensure that the first part of Fig. 2 . Example of Multimodal CATTI at Character Level transcription process. The user has accepted the prefix p ="opposed the govern" and has corrected the first erroneous character writing a letter m using some pen strokes. In this validated prefix, p (the fragment of the prefix formed by complete words) is "opposed the", u (the last incomplete word of the prefix) is "govern" and d (the optimal decoding) is "m". Once the prefix is available, the system generates a new suffix, being v (the first part of the suffix that corresponds with the final part of the incomplete word of the prefix) "ent" and s (the rest of the suffix) "Bill which brought".
opposed the govern m ent Bill which brought
the suffix (usually a word-ending-part) v, will be a possible suffix of the incomplete word u, and can be stated as:
Multimodal CATTI at Character Level
In CATTI applications the user is constantly interacting with the system. Hence, the quality and ergonomics of the interaction process is crucial for the success of the system. Traditional peripherals like keyboard and mouse are used in CATTI to unambiguously provide the feedback associated with the validation and correction of the successive system predictions. Nevertheless, using more ergonomic multimodal interfaces should result in an easier and more comfortable human-computer interaction, at the expense of the feedback being less deterministic to the system. This is the idea underlying MM-CATTI, which focuses on touchscreen communication, perhaps the most natural modality to provide the required feedback in CATTI systems. This implies the introduction of an on-line HTR decoding system in order to deal with this non-deterministic interaction. More formally speaking, let x be the representation of the input image and p an user-validated error-free prefix of the transcription. Let t be the on-line pen-strokes provided by the user. These data are related to the suffix suggested by the system in the previous interaction step, s , and are typically aimed at accepting or correcting parts of this suffix. Using this information, the system has to find a new suffix,ŝ, as a continuation of the previous prefix p , considering all possible decodings, d, of the on-line data t and some information from the previous suffix s . That is, the problem is to findŝ given x, a feedback information t, the prefix p and the previous suffix s , considering all possible decodings of the on-line data.
Eq. (6) can be solved with a two-step approach. In the first one, the user produces some (may be null) on-line e-pen data t and the system has to decode t into a characterd using:d
Once the user feedback is available a new consolidated prefix p is produced (based on the validated prefix p ,d and some amendment keystrokes κ). This prefix leads to a formulation identical to (1):
After that, the system proposes a new suffix s given this new prefix p and the image x. These two steps are repeated until p is accepted by the user as a full correct transcription of x. This multimodal interaction method has been previously studied at whole-word level 18 . In this work, the multimodal character-level pen-stroke interactions is studied. An example of this process is shown in Fig. 3 . We assume that the user always prefers handwriting interaction modality.
Since (8) has been explained previously, we focus now on (7). As in Sect. 2, the prefix p is divided into two parts: p (fragment of p consisting of whole words) and u (the last incomplete word of p ). Therefore the first step of the optimization (6) can be rewritten as:d
where, P (t | d) is provided by a morphological (HMM) model of the character d and P (d | p , u , s ) can be approached by a language model dynamically constrained by information derived from the the validated prefix (both p and u ) and the previous suffix s (Fig. 2) . Equation (9) may lead to several scenarios depending on the assumptions and constraints adopted for P (d | p , u , s ). The first and simplest scenario corresponds to a naive approach where any kind of interaction-derived information is ignored; that is, P (d | p , u , s ) ≡ P (d). This scenario will be used as baseline.
In a slightly more restricted scenario, we take into account just the information from the previous off-line HTR prediction s . The user interacts providing t in order to correct the first wrong character of s , e, that follows the validated prefix p . Clearly, the erroneous character e should be prevented to be decoded again. This error-conditioned model can be written as 3 . Example of Multimodal CATTI at Character Level interaction to transcribe an image of the text sentence "opposed the Government Bill which brought". The process starts when the HTR system proposes a full transcription of the handwritten text image x. Then, each interaction consists in two steps. In the first step the user handwrites pen-strokes to amend the suffix proposed by the system in the previous step. This defines a correct prefix p , which can be used by the on-line HTR subsystem to obtain a more accurate decoding of t. After observing this decoding, d, the user may type additional keystrokes, κ, to correct possible errors in d. In the second step, a new prefix is built from the previous correct prefix p concatenated withd (the decoded on-line handwritten text d or the typed text κ). Using this information, the system proposes a new potential suffix. The process ends when the user enters the special character "#".
INTER-0
Step 1 td κ
Step 2 pd s opposite this Comment Bill in that thought
Step 1 td a κ e
Step 2 pd opposê s d the Government Bill in that thought
INTER-2
Step 1 td w κ
Step 2 pd opposed the Government Bill ŵ s hich brought Final κ # p≡T opposed the Government Bill which brought Another, more restrictive scenario, using the information derived from the validated prefix p , arises when we regard the portion of word already validated (u ), i.e. P (d | p , u , s ) ≡ P (d | u , e). In this case the decoding can be more accurate, since we know beforehand that the character should be a valid continuation of the part of word accepted so far.
If, in addition to the previous scenario, the set of complete words p are also taken into account, the last scenario arises. In this case the possible decodings are constrained to be a suitable continuation of the prefix accepted so far. This scenario can be written as
Dynamic Language Modeling
Language model restrictions are implemented on the base of n-grams. As we mentioned earlier, the baseline scenario does not take into account any information derived from the interaction. In this case, only character uni-grams can be used for P (d), since only one character is to be recognized.
The second scenario, P (d | e), only considers the first wrong character. The language model probability (Eq. (10)) uses an uni-gram model like the previous one. But in this case, it avoids to recognize the wrong character by modifying the probability for that character.
In the next scenario, given by P (d | u , e), the on-line HTR subsystem counts not only on the first wrong character but also on the last incomplete word of the validated prefix u . This scenario can be approached in two different ways: using a character language model or a word language model.
The first one uses a modified character n-gram model conditioned by the chunk of word (u ) and the erroneous character (e).
In the second approach (12), we use a word language model to generate a more refined character language model. This can be written as:
where:
being u dv an existing word of V. Finally, the last scenario uses all available information; i.e., the erroneous character e, the last incomplete word of the prefix u and the rest of the prefix p . This can be written as:
Using a word n-gram model we can generate a more refined character language model as in the previous case, so:
Off and On-line HTR baseline systems
In MM-CATTI, besides the main off-line recognition system, an additional subsystem is needed in order to cope with the feedback provided by the user in the form of on-line data (pen-strokes interactions, etc). In this section a general overview of the off-and on-line HTR systems is presented. Both systems follow the classic architecture of pattern recognition of three main blocks: preprocessing, feature extraction and recognition (see Fig. 4 ). The first two entail different techniques depending on the data type, but the last one is the same for both subsystems.
Off-line HTR preprocessing is aimed at correcting image degradations and geometry distortions: skew and slant corrections and size normalization 16 . On the other hand, on-line handwriting preprocessing involves only two steps: duplicated point removal and noise reduction 5 . Feature extraction in the off-line case transforms a preprocessed text line image into a sequence of feature vectors representing gray levels and gradients 16 . On the other hand, the feature extraction module on the on-line case transforms the preprocessed trajectories into a new temporal sequence of seven-dimensional realvalued feature vectors representing pen positions and writing-speeds 17 . The recognition process is based on HMMs. Characters are modeled by a continuous density left-to-right HMMs. A Gaussian mixture is used to model the emission of feature vectors of each HMM state. In the on-line case, a varying number between 8 and 64 Gaussians were employed, this value was empirically tuned for each corpus and scenario.
A more detailed information about the off-and on-line HTR systems is given in 16, 17 , respectively.
Experimental Framework
The experimental framework developed to measure the effectiveness of the MM-CATTI at Character Level is described in the following subsections. First of all, we will describe the corpora used in the experiments, then the performance measures used.
Off-line corpora
Three corpora has been used in the experiments: ODEC-M3 20 , IAMBD 9,8 and CS 12 . The first two contain handwritten text in modern Spanish and English respectively. In addition, IAMDB is publicly available, so it can be used as a reference Sentence-segmented images are used both in ODEC-M3 and IAMDB, while only line-segmented image are available in CS. The IAMDB dataset is provided at different levels: sentences, lines and isolated words. Here, in order to obtain comparable results with our previous works 18, 13 , the sentence partition have been used 10, 22 . Each sentence or line image is accompanied by its ground through transcription as the corresponding sequence of words. To train the HMMs of the different corpora, we consider all the elements appearing in each handwritten text image of the training set, such as lowercase and uppercase letters, symbols, abbreviations, spacing between words and characters crossed-words, etc. However, to better focus on the essential issues of the considered problems, some restrictions were imposed to train the n-gram models. This restrictions consists in converting uppercase character to lowercase and eliminating the punctuation signs and diacritics. These transcriptions are used to train the bi-gram language models for ODEC-M3 and CS. IAMDB, on the other hand, consists of hand-copied sentences from the much larger electronic text LOB corpus 7 which contains about one million running words. Therefore, in this case, the whole LOB corpus (after removing the test sentences) was used for bi-gram training. Finally, the lexicon of each task is defined as the set of words found in training and in test transcriptions. Table 1 summarizes the relevant information of the three off-line HTR corpora. More details on these corpora are given in 10, 12, 20, 22 . For n-gram training, the average ratio of running word instances per vocabulary word are 5.2, 112 and 1.9, respectively, for ODEC-M3, IAMBD and CS. It is important to remark that, if this ratio is too small, such as in CS, the resulting language model will certainly result undertrained, which will clearly increase the difficulty of the recognition task and prevent MM-CATTI to take much advantage of prefix-derived constraints.
On-line HTR data
To train the on-line HTR feedback subsystem and test the MM-CATTI at Character Level approach, the on-line handwriting UNIPEN corpus 4 was chosen, which is also publicly available. It comes organized in several categories: lowercase and uppercase letters, digits, symbols, isolated words and full sentences. For our experiments, were used three categories: 1a (digits), 1c (lowercase letters) and 1d (symbols). Some character examples from these categories are shown in Fig. 5 .
To train the on-line HTR feedback system 17 different writers were used. On the other hand, to test the system, we consider the required character instances that would have to be handwritten by the user in the MM-CATTI interaction process with the ODEC-M3, IAMDB or CS text images. Three arbitrary writers were chosen, taking care that all the characters required to simulate the MM-CATTI process were available for each writer. The selected writers are identified by their name initials BS, BH and BR. The distribution of data between train and test partitions can be seen in Table 2 . The IAMDB database, currently at version 3.0, is composed of 1,539 scanned text pages, handwritten by 657 different writers. No restriction was imposed related to the writing style or with respect to the pen used. The database is provided at different segmentation levels: characters, words, lines, sentences and page images. For this test, sentence-segmented images were used. Each sentence or line image is accompanied by its ground through transcription as the corresponding sequence of words. To better focus on the essential issues of the considered problems, no punctuation marks, diacritics, or different word capitalizations are included in the transcriptions. From 2,324 sentences that forms the corpus, 200 were used as test, leaving the rest as training partition. 
UNIPEN corpus
The UNIPEN corpus [?] is an English publicly available on-line HTR database. It comes organized in several categories: lower and upper-case letters, digits, symbols, isolated words and full sentences. For our experiment, were used three UNIPEN categories: 1a (digits), 1c (lowercase letters) and 1d (symbols). Some character examples from these categories are shown in Fig. ? ?. To train the system 17 different writers were used. Moreover, test data were produced using three writers [?] . The distribution of data between train and test partitions ca be seen in Table ? ?. 
Assessment measures
Different measures have been adopted to assess the performance of character-level transcription. On the one hand, the human effort needed to obtain the correct transcription using a system without any user interactivity could be estimated by the well known Character Error Rate (CER). It is defined as the minimum number of characters that need to be substituted, deleted or inserted to convert the sentences recognized by the system into the reference transcriptions, divided by the total number of characters in these transcriptions. However, in order to make the post-editing process more accurately comparable to CATTI at character level, we introduce a post-editing autocompleting approach. Here, when the user enters a character to correct some incorrect word, the system automatically completes the word with the most probable word on the task vocabulary. Hence we define the Post-editing Key Stroke Ratio (PKSR), as the number of keystrokes that the user must enter to achieve the reference transcription, divided by the total number of reference characters.
On the other hand, the effort needed by a human transcriber to produce correct transcriptions using CATTI at character level is estimated by the Key Stroke Ratio (KSR), which can be also computed using the reference transcriptions. The KSR can be defined as the number of (character level) user interactions that are necessary to achieve the reference transcription of the text image considered, divided by the total number of reference characters.
These definitions make PKSR and KSR comparable in a fair way. In addition, the relative difference between them gives us a good estimate of the reduction in human effort that can be achieved by using CATTI at character level with respect to using a conventional HTR system followed by human autocompleting post-editing. This estimated effort reduction will be denoted as "EFR".
Finally, we will also consider the conventional classification error rate (ER) to assess the accuracy of the on-line HTR feedback subsystem under the different constraints entailed by the MM-CATTI interaction process.
Results
The objective of these experiments is to measure the effectiveness of MM-CATTI at character level. Therefore, one of the concerns here is how much the accuracy of the on-line HTR system can be boosted by taking into account informations derived from the context and the interaction process. Also, we will aim at assessing which degree of synergy can actually be expected by taking into account both multimodality and interactivity. As we mentioned earlier, the introduction of multimodal interactivity leads, on the one hand, to an ergonomic and easier way of working, but on the other hand, to a situation where the system has to deal with non-deterministic feedback signals. Thus, our main goal is to minimize the loss of precision with respect to CATTI. Table 3 shows the basic statistics of the data used in the experiment. These data correspond to the characters that the user must introduce during the MM-CATTI process of each database (ODEC-M3, IAMDB, CS). For every mistranscribed character, we chose three random samples (one sample for each test writer) of the mistaken character from the UNIPEN corpus. First of all, Table 4 shows the writer average feedback decoding error rates for the three corpora and five types of language models which embody the different restrictions previously discussed. The first one corresponds to a plain unigram estimation of P (d), which is used here as baseline. The second is a character errorconditioned unigram estimate of P (d | e) (Eq. (10)). The third corresponds to a prefix-and-error-conditioned character bigram P (d | u , e) (Eq. (11)). The fourth is a prefix-and-error-conditioned word unigram (Eq. (12)). The last one is a wholeprefix-and-error conditioned word bigram P (d | p , u , e) (Eq. (13)). As expected, the more information available, the highest feedback decoding accuracy. The unforeseen performance in the WB e scenario of corpus CS may be due, as we said before, to the lack of bi-gram estimation robustness. This corpus suffers from a segmentation into relatively short, syntactically meaningless lines, which further hinders the ability of the bi-gram language model to capture relevant contextual information.
When the system fails to classify the e-pen strokes made by the user two options arise. On the one hand, the user can generate a new e-pen interaction to provide the amendments. On the other hand, the character can be introduced using a keyboard. In order to simulate the first action in our experiments we choose another sample of the same character of the writer from the UNIPEN corpus. Thus, we can simulate the new interaction made by the user to correct the wrong recognized character. Figure 6 shows the feedback decoding error for the best scenario of each corpus (scenario WB e for ODEC-M3 and IAMDB and scenario WU e for CS) by reintroducing the character when the on-line subsystem fails to classify the strokes made by the user as a function of the number of times that the user tries to correct the erroneous word using pen-stroke attempts. This way, whenever a misclassification occurs, the language model is conditioned to avoid recognizing that character again.
As we can see, after just one more attempt the improvement is quite significant. In addition to this, it is clear that the cognitive cost of making this kind of correction is fairly small, since the main difficulty lies in finding the wrong character inside the phrase and not in the correction process itself.
As a final overview, Table 5 compares the results of CATTI and MM-CATTI at Character level. The second column shows the PKSR achieved with the post-editing autocompleting approach. The third one, shows the KSR of CATTI at Character level. The fourth column shows the KSR for the best feedback decoding approach (WB e in Table 4 ). This value is calculated under the assumption that if the system fails to recognize a character the user proceeds to enter it again with the keyboard (thereby combining two corrections).
Finally, the last column shows the overall estimated effort reductions (EFR) for CATTI and the MM-CATTI with respect to post-edition with autocompleting. According to these results, the expected user effort for the more ergonomic and user preferred touch-screen based MM-CATTI at character level, is only slight higher than that of CATTI at the character level. Clearly, this is thanks to the improved on-line feedback decoding accuracy achieved by means of interactionderived constraints.
Summary and conclusions
In conclusion, in this work, we have studied the character level interaction in the MM-CATTI system using pen-strokes as a complementary means to introduce the required CATTI correction feedback. Here, this feedback is used as a part of a prefix to improve the transcription given by the computer. Thus, the system proposes a new suffix that the user can accept as a final transcription or modify in an iterative way until a full and correct transcription is finally produced.
Empirical tests presented in this work supports the benefits of using this approach rather than traditional HTR followed by human post-editing. From the results, we observe that the use of the more ergonomic feedback modality comes at the cost of only a reasonably small number of additional interaction steps needed to correct the few feedback decoding errors. The number of this extra steps is kept very small thanks to the system ability to use interaction-derived constraints to considerably improve the on-line HTR feedback decoding accuracy. Clearly, this would not have been possible if a conventional off-the-shelf on-line HTR decoder were trivially used for the correction step.
